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Under Fire
Severe test for Congress in Andhra bypolls

esterday's byelections to 18 assembly constituencies and one Lok
Sabha seat in Andhra Pradesh are expected to have crucial implications for multiple political stakeholders at state and central levels.
Both Congress and its usual political adversary; the Telugu Desam Party,
are under threat from a resurgent YSR Congress, led by Jagan Mohan
Reddy.It's also to be seen whether the regional Praja Rajyam Party, founded
by actor Chiranjeevi and which merged with the Congress last year, is able
to add to the Congress's vote share.
Dramatic scenes had unfolded in the run-up to the by.polls,culminatin
in the CBl's arrest of Jagan in a disproportionate assets case ju
n e
poll eve. If Jagan sweeps the polls, as many are expecting, the jury will be
out on whether his arrest drew sympathy to him as YSRajasekhara Reddy's
'victimised' legatee, or whether his victory was a foregone conclusion
anyway because of YSR'spopularity in the state. The bypoll results, expected
later this week, could change the complexion of Andhra's political dynamic,
and setthe backdrop for general as well as assembly elections two years from
now. A victory for YSR Congress could wrest from the Congress a chunk of .
the 156seats and 42constituencies that the latter had won respectively in the
2009assembly and Lok Sabha elections. Congress will have few takers in the
Telangana region as well, after first promising to fulfll and then going back
on the demand for a separate state there. If Congress's Andhra bastion falls,
it will have difficulty making up thatloss elsewhere in the country.
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